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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Between too little and too much
is a rich tapestry filled with rage, real love, wisdom and deep complexities between members of the
Cooperman and Robbins families. It is the intimate and atmospheric storytelling that follows four
generations of a blended family who emigrated from Eastern Europe during the largest immigration
of aliens to the American shores. Often funny, often painful, it is set against the backdrop of a
tumultuous century. It reveals the grit of past as well as contemporary lives of ordinary and not so
ordinary people. It is the story of Carol Cooperman, who s high school yearbook named her The
Golden Girl. Her mother said All that Glitters isn t Gold! A depression baby, Carol grew up in
Brooklyn during the lean war-torn 1940 s and the A-bomb scare of the 1950 s. A nice girl a benign
term of the era, she reflects the pendulous swing of morals, ethics, gender, racial advances, and
radical religious thinking that shaped her life. After a tragic even occurs; she considers her family s
destiny and discovers that first,...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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